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Present Continuous

[Present Continuous]

Choose suitable form of the verb.
  1. John is .................. in the swimming pool now.

a. swim  b. swimming 

  2. Susan and Tom .................. their wedding anniversary.

a. celebrating  b. are celebrating

  3. Can you tell me .................. ?

a. what are you cooking  b. what you are cooking

  4. This book .................. to me.

a. belongs  b. is belonging

  5. I’m looking after my grandma while my parents .................. away.

a. are  b. are being

  6. Simon is .................. in the forest.

a. ran  b. running

  7. I .................. on a new project currently.

a. ’m working  b. work

  8. Our company usually makes a loss but this year we’re .................. a proÞ t.

a. making  b. make

  9. I’m .................. to apologise for my behaviour.

a. writing  b. written

10.  It .................. cats and dogs.

a. rains  b. ’s raining

Create sentences in Present Continuous, using the words given.

  1. salary / average / the / increase / gradually   .........................................

  2. sales / start / Monday / the / on  .........................................

  3. not / I / leave / Poland  .........................................

  4. currently / she / work / project / new / on / a  .........................................

  5. rate / the / grow / rapidly / unemployment / Canada / in  .........................................

  6. mobile phone / ring / loud / too / your  .........................................

  7. write / enquire / I / to / about / range / your / product / latest  .........................................

  8. I / purchase / new / plan / land / plot / to / a / of  .........................................

  9. you / service / this / have / your / car / month / ?  .........................................

10. police / look / matter / currently / into / the  .........................................
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ANGIELSKI Czasy gramatyczne w testach

Complete the sentences with suitable forms of the verbs from the list.

complain        have (x2)        get        go (x2)        learn        rain        
read        ring        tell

  1. I  you nothing but the truth.

  2. I  a terriÞ c book at the moment.

  3. The doorbell is . Can you open?

  4. She is  a good time now.

  5. It  a little now.

  6. The company has a bad Þ nancial standing at the moment. I think they  bust.

  7. He is  nothing but English.

  8. We  our house painted at the moment.

  9. You  always  about the weather.

10. What’s  on with you? Can’t you concentrate for 5 minutes?

11. My German  better and better.

Create questions to the marked parts of the sentences.

  1. I’m working on a new project. 

  2. Mr Miller is renting the house from an estate company .  ...........................................

  3. Mr Miller is renting the house from an estate company.   ...........................................

  4. Joan isn’t working this week because she’s on holiday.   ...........................................

  5. I’m scanning in your CV.   ...........................................

  6. I’m looking forward to seeing James this weekend.   ...........................................

  7. Mr Brown is making plans for a trip to Canada next month.   ...........................................

  8. Mr Brown is making plans for a trip to Canada next month.   ...........................................

  9. He is going to Canada by plane.   ...........................................

10. I’m not enjoying my life at the moment.   ...........................................
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